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Overview

This presentation has four main parts:

1. An example of Agile Product 
Delivery with some disconnects

2. Agile ValueCircle: Vision, Discovery, 
and Delivery for success 

3. How to conduct Validated Learning 
in Lean Agile Discovery 

4. Discussion or Hands-on Activity
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Delivered but Lack Value

Agile teams are getting better with:
▷ Frequent releases
▷ On time delivery
▷ Stable velocity
▷ Lower defects
▷ Better lead times

Many seemingly successful Agile teams still 
miss the mark in delivering products that 
enable customers to achieve desired outcomes.
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Why the 
discrepancies
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2012 – An agile team is building a 
mobile app (iPad) for a life science 
compliance software 
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2 QAs

QA team is agile 
trained and is 
using ATDD.

1 Product 
Owner

Product manager 
received great 
raving 
compliments in 
various user 
group workshops.

6 Developers

Team Morale is high.

Development teams
possess strong
technical skills.

Scrum Master is
technical and 
very familiar with 
Scrum 
Framework.

1 Scrum 
Master

The mobile app was completed ahead of schedule in about 
10 months.



But, when the 
CTO asked the 
customers:

“Why are you 
not ready to buy 
the software?”
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“
“Our company is not ready to invest in major roll-outs for IT 

support and hardware tablets for everyone, particularly in iPad.”

“This is definitely the coolest application in the business. But we 
do not have an immediate need to buy your software.”

“We are waiting for your other compelling features: Enhanced 
Document Versions Tracking and Configurable Workflows in 

your future releases.”
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The Customers say:



“
“Our competitors could be the first to deliver mobile app in 

the life science compliance software space. “

“Also, our customers have claimed the prototype iPad 
application is one of the coolest feature they have seen for a 

long time.”

“ A few of them think that I am visionary.”
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The Product Owner says:



“
“We have met all the quality metrics.”

”This is NOT our responsibility.”

“Apparently, someone ELSE is not doing his job.”
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A QA Member says:



“
“The product owner has a prioritized backlog.”

“We have completed and delivered the release, 
and met the definition of done!”
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The Development Members say:



“
“We are the number ONE team in delivery 

and exceeding all agile metrics.”

“If we keep asking WHY not HOW/WHAT 
during grooming sessions, 

the availability of “READY” backlog could be affected.”
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The Scrum Master says:



“
“Our organization and culture does not promote asking 

WHY.”

“The product owner should know everything the customers 
need.”

“Perceived as challenging the management if we start asking 
WHY.”
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The Agile Team says:



Why are we falling short to deliver value?

▷ Losing Sight Of The Vision

▷ Not asking enough Whys To Determine the 
Customer Value

▷ Insufficient Validated Learning

▷ Focusing on the Outputs; not the Outcomes

▷ Hesitancy in the team due to Command and 
Control Culture
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Vision & Strategy

Lean Agile Discovery

Build the RIGHT 
Product

Discover VALUE

For CUSTOMERS 

Lean Agile Delivery 

Build the Product 
RIGHT

FAST and HIGH 
QUALITY OUTPUTS

Vision & Strategy: The WHYS of Product Development

Agile ValueCircle © Joel Chew & Franklin Armstrong 2019

See the BIG 
PICTURE

SHARED 
UNDERSTANDING



Start with the Vision 

WHY we are working on the product in the first place!
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Obsessed with the Customers 
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“
"Companies have short lifespans… and Amazon will be disrupted one day. 
I don’t worry about it because I know it’s inevitable. Companies come and 

go, and the companies that are the shiniest and most important of any 
era – you wait a few decades and they’re gone.“

Bezos offered employees advice on how Amazon could delay its eventual 
demise — by choosing to "obsess over customers" first and foremost.

"If we start to focus on ourselves, instead of focusing on our customers, 
that will be the beginning of the end.”
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Focus on customers for competitive 
advantage of Amazon:

-- Jeff Bezos --



Value Proposition / Product Vision

For (target customer) who (statement of need or 
opportunity), the (product name) is a (product 
category) that (key benefit, reason to buy).

Unlike (primary competitive alternative), our 
product (statement of primary differentiation).
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Microsoft Surface

For the business user who needs to be productive 
in the office and on the go, the Surface is 
a convertible tablet that is easy to carry and gives 
you full computing productivity no matter where 
you are.

Unlike laptops, Surface serves your on-the-go 
needs without having to carry an extra device.
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Prioritize Vision and Strategy
Across the Agile Team
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Sets the direction and scope for the 
cross-functional agile team

Guide decision making and activities 
of the team

Prioritize improved customer 
outcomes over implementing 
features

Create a shared understanding of 
WHY they are working on the 
product.

▷ Focus

▷ Big Picture

▷ Outcomes

▷ Shared 
Understanding



Product Strategy

Bring the Product Vision to life with effective 
strategy tools: 

▷ Story Maps and Value Maps

▷ Product Roadmap describing likely product 
evolution

▷ Objectives and Key Results 22



Agile ValueCircle –
Discovery and Delivery
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Vision & 
Strategy



What learning
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Lean Agile Discovery



Traditional Product Discovery
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Ask the Experts The experts know what the 
customers need

Senior Management 
Decides

Product decisions made in 
traditional command and control 
manner by senior management 
based on input from experts

Developers Just 
Develop

The development teams get 
customer input from the 
requirements

Focus on Features Just develop and deliver – The 
slicker features are better



Changing Trends in Product Discovery 

▷ Early 2000 - user experience design and 
design thinking 

▷ Early engagement with real customers.

▷ Team spend 20% of their time in 
innovation and discovery work.

▷ Lean Startup 2011 – learning over 
delivery
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3. Assumptions 
Hypotheses

At time of evaluation, 
prioritize  top ranked 
initiatives / cases 
that were consistent 
with the vision.
.

4. Build

Identify assumptions and 
hypotheses for the ideas 
and initiatives.

6. Learn

Collect evidence via 
experimentation to 
validate the 
assumptions and 
hypotheses.

5. Measure

Build MVP to test the 
hypotheses

1. Identify 
Initiatives

Gather business initiatives 
/ cases that will provide 
improved outcomes for 
the customer
.

Examine and learn 
from evidences and 
lessons

Lean Agile Discovery

2. Prioritize



Lean Agile Discovery  
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Validated 
Assumptions/ 
Evidences

Go – Validated assumptions justify 
further investment.

Pivot – Disproved assumptions may 
lead to refined assumptions or new 
hypotheses.

Stop – Disproved assumptions 
demonstrate further development is 
unwarranted.



Validated Learning Goal with
Iterative Investment
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Experimentation

Every important idea is likely to 
have a whole series of assumptions  
to be evaluated before determining 
whether it is worthwhile to build.

Iterative 
Investment

What must be true to decide on 
further investment
Frequent decision points to opt for 
further investment



Lean Agile Discovery: 
Assumptions

Assumptions are best guesses based 
on what we know today.

Example
We believe college students would 
rather use their mobile device over 
other means to access homework 
content.  
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Lean Agile Discovery: 
Hypothesis and Outcomes
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Hypothesis
We believe that [doing this] 
for [these people]
will achieve [this outcome]

Experiments We will test these assumptions by:
[Tests of the customer outcomes]

Validation
We will know it is correct when:
[Quantitative Outcome]
[Qualitative Outcome]  

Based on Lean UX Hypothesis template from StephenBolen.com



Minimum Viable Product (MVP) – “the 
smallest thing the team could create or 
do to prove or disprove an assumption 
in the learning cycle.”
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Lean Agile Discovery:
Experiment with MVP



Example – Usability 
Assumption/Hypothesis
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Hypothesis

We believe that [building a mobile app] 
For [the enterprise life science 
compliance software customers] 
Will achieve [at least 20% improvement 
in productivity]

Based on Lean UX Hypothesis template from StephenBolen.com

Assumption / Requirement:

Deliver mobile app in the life science compliance software space  will 

provide greater productivity and ease of use.



Example – Sale-ability 
Assumption/Hypothesis
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Hypothesis

We believe that [building a mobile app] —
For [the enterprise life science compliance 
software customers]
Will achieve [convince at least 5% of 
existing customers to commit to signing it 
up in exchange for one-year free 
maintenance service and at least 5 beta 
customers.]

Based on Lean UX Hypothesis template from StephenBolen.com

Assumption / Requirement:

Existing and new customers will demonstrate serious interest in acquiring 

the software when they see the demo of the prototype.



Evidence for Sale-ability Hypothesis
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Experiments
Test market MVP with:
• Existing Customers
• New Prospects 

Based on Lean UX Hypothesis template from StephenBolen.com

Validation*

We will know it is correct when:
[We achieve either:
• 5% of existing customers to sign up in 

exchange for one-year free 
maintenance service after seeing the 
demo of the customer MVP 

• secure at least 5 new beta 
customers]



Asking Why 

Asking a series of Whys to drive validated learning
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Background

Asking Why – One way to generate Hypothesis 
for Validated Learning
▷ Improve product and services
▷ Ask Why to dive into issues – identify the key 

customer needs
▷ Set the stage for various improvements
▷ No wrong answers

Example - based on a case study on improving 
the membership for a fitness center.
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Asking Why For
Product Development
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First 
Why

Why is membership too low? 
1) Retention rate is low
2) Not enough New Members

Next 
Why

Why is the retention rate low?  
Because there are not enough classes at the 
right times.

Next 
Why

Why aren’t there enough classes at the right 
times?  
Classes are scheduled without customer 
input.
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Next 
Why

Why isn’t customer input used to schedule 
classes?  
There is no practical way for members to 
request for classes.

Next 
Why

Why doesn’t the website or gym app have a 
feature to request classes?  
Management did not prioritize the feature 
for requesting classes.

Asking Why For
Product Development (Cont. 2)
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Last 
Why

Why did Management think that requesting 
classes was not an important feature for the 
website and the gym app?  
The correlation of low member retention 
and poor class scheduling was not 
previously known.

HOW?

How do we know whether adding the class 
request feature would predict the increase 
in retention rate?
>> Create a validated learning initiative and 
idea for prioritization.

Asking Why For
Product Development (Cont. 3)



Keys to Asking Why
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Categorize
Causes

Ensure that the analysis covers the 
solution space by categorizing the areas 
of investigation.

Systematic
Analysis

How likely is the cause to be a root 
cause
How easy it to change or control the 
cause

Generate
Hypotheses

Generate hypotheses for validated 
learning

Improve
Collaboration

Team based analysis leads to improved 
common understanding.



The Agile ValueCircle
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Goals – Agile ValueCircle
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Main Goals
Emphasize the importance of the Vision 
,Discovery, and Delivery components of 
the Value Circle. 

Focus Product scope is guided based on the 
Vision and Strategy.

Customer 
Customer focus is maintained through 
Lean Agile discovery practices including:
- Validated Learning
- Build / Measure / Learn

Successful 
Solutions

Achieved successful solution through:
- Frequent customer input
- Support Iterative Investment decisions



Vision & Strategy

Lean Agile Discovery

Build the RIGHT 
Product

Discover VALUE

For CUSTOMERS 

Lean Agile Delivery 

Build the Product 
RIGHT

FAST and HIGH 
QUALITY OUTPUTS

Vision & Strategy: The WHYS of Product Development

Agile ValueCircle © Joel Chew & Franklin Armstrong 2019

See the BIG 
PICTURE

SHARED 
UNDERSTANDING



Thank you!
Discussion
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Appendix
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The Why Game
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1st Why

First 
Why

Why is membership too low? 
1) Retention rate is low
2) Not enough prospects receive 

advertisements and marketing information 
about the club.
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2nd Why

Why are prospects not receiving 
advertisements and marketing material for 
the club? 

1. Not enough existing members referring 
potential customers
2. Not reaching interested potential 
customers 
3. Not enough follow-up to potential 
customers that have shown interest.
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3rd Why

Why are not enough existing members 
referring their friends and family? 

Not enough incentive for members to 
recommend the club.
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4th Why

Why do members feel they do not have 
enough incentive to recommend friends and 
family? 

1) Referral process is too cumbersome
2) Service at the club is not good enough 
3) Incentives for referrals are not significant / 

prominent enough
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5th Why

Why is the referral process too cumbersome? 

1) Referral form takes too long to fill out 
(average 10 minutes)

2) Gym staff keep requesting additional 
information about the referrals.
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6th Why

Why does it take so long to fill out the referral 
form? 

There are too many fields to fill in and the UX 
is confusing.
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Hypothesis for Validated Learning

HOW?

How do we know whether improving the UX of 
the online referral form would predict the 
increase in retention rate?
>> Create a validated learning initiative for 
experimentation.



Dual Track Agile
Two work streams: 

Discovery and Delivery
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Dual Track Agile
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Dual Track Agile - Strength
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Strength

Transparency Create Common Understanding 

Delivering 
Customer Value 

Frequent customer validation on work 
in the Discovery Track 

Evidence Based Team prioritizes work based on 
evidence



Dual Track Agile - Weakness
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Weakness

Waterfall? Could end up with pitfalls from Waterfall 
SDLC

Harder to scale 
/ Adapt

The work demand for the 2 tracks could 
be changing very quickly

Greater 
demand on the 

team

Need team to be truly cross trained and 
could see the big picture



Lean UX

Prioritize learning over delivery 
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Lean UX 
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Outcomes, 
Assumptions, 
Hypotheses

Design It

Create An 
MVP

Research and 
Learning



Design Sprint

Solve Big Problems. Test new ideas in 5 days.
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DESIGN SPRINT



Strengths

▷ Extremely popular in the past 2-3 years.
▷ Very short duration - time-boxed
▷ Iterative funding for Design Initiatives
▷ Easy to follow - It is a prescription / 

recipe 
▷ Teach team quickly with discovery 

techniques
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Preparation, Set the Stage
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▷ Set an ambitious Vision 
▷ Appoint 1-2 Decider
▷ Recruit the SPRINT Team
▷ Get Experts for the customers
▷ Team engage in focus and deliberate 

team learning/innovation 



Design Sprint: Key Takeaway

▷ Lay out one systematic way for the team using 
unconventional ways to learn and work faster with 
purpose.

▷ Instead of jumping into conclusion, ask WHY . 
Brainstorm, sketch and possible solutions.

▷ Instead of endless meeting and debate, decider makes 
decisions quickly.

▷ Create prototype to learn faster.

▷ Instead of months or years of investment, test the 
prototype with target customers and got honest 
reactions iteratively.
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